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Abstract

R-curves were measured for ferroelectric ceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT) using surface cracks in flexure (SCF) in a single
composition of unpoled, ferroelastic PZT. The effects of several parameters on the R-curves were experimentally determined. These

included grain size, indentation load, polishing away the residual stress zone associated with the Knoop indentation, and thermal
depolarization after indentation. The larger grain size resulted in a higher plateau value of the R-curve, a result consistent with the
larger amount of ferroelastic switching observed in the stress/strain curve. Increasing the indentation load from 10 to 50 N resulted

in larger initial crack sizes. This had some effect on the early part of the R-curve, but did not much affect the plateau value. Pol-
ishing away the residual stress zone eliminated the residual stress contribution of the Knoop indentation to the stress intensity
factor. This resulted in the most accurate measurement of the intrinsic toughness (0.4 MPa m1/2). Thermal depolarization to remove

any potential ferroelastic crack tip switching zone associated with the indentation had little or no effect on the measured R-curves.
# 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Most ferroelectric device failures are associated with
brittle fracture. Fracture often originates at locations
where there are field concentrations (mechanical or
electrical), such as defects, inhomogeneities, cavities, or
the ends of partial electrodes.1 Understanding the frac-
ture behavior and the underlying mechanisms should
lead to improved reliability in design of actuators. The
fracture behavior of lead zirconate titanate ceramics is
complex and not yet fully understood. Important frac-
ture parameters include the fracture toughness, R-curve
behavior, and subcritical crack growth behavior, all of
which are influenced by the polarization state and elec-
tric field levels. Many earlier works have addressed the
fracture toughness of ferroelectric ceramics. Only
recently have researchers begun to recognize the impor-
tance of R-curve behavior and subcritical crack growth
to development of actuators with long term reliability.
In materials that display R-curve behavior, the

resistance to crack growth is a function of the amount a
crack has grown. This is due to hysteretic deformation
processes that occur in the high stress zone near the
crack tip modifying the stress field in the wake of the
crack.
Over the past four decades there have been many

measurements of the fracture toughness of ferroelectric
ceramics with many apparently conflicting results
reported due to multiple parameters affecting the frac-
ture toughness. These include composition (lead zirco-
nate to lead titanate ratio dictates crystal structure),
dopants (acceptor, donor, or mixed doping), grain size,
polarization state, electrical boundary c onditions (open
vs. short circuit or applied electric field), orientation of
crack relative to polarization, loading rate, and amount
of crack growth.
Many test techniques have been used to characterize

the fracture behavior of ferroelectric ceramics. The
semi-qualitative Vicker’s indentation technique has been
used to show that fracture toughness is anisotropic in
the polarized state, with lower toughness for a crack
propagating perpendicular to the polarization
direction.2�5 The observed behavior has been attributed
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to several phenomena including domain reorienta-
tion,3,5 crack tip behavior,6 and residual stress aniso-
tropy,2 and polarization induced anisotropy in the
constitutive relations. The indentation technique is
described as semi-quantitative because the polarization
texture (state of polarization) induces elastic, piezo-
electric, and dielectric anisotropy that are not accounted
for in the experimentally calibrated equations for cal-
culation of fracture toughness.7 Knowledge gained from
indentation results was improved upon by compact
tension work performed by Park and Sun8 and Lucato
et al.9 In the work of Park and Sun, it was shown that
electric field in the direction of polarization reduces the
toughness and opposite the electric field direction
enhances toughness. It is not clear from the study whe-
ther the results apply generally to rhombohedral, tetra-
gonal, morphotropic boundary, soft, and hard
compositions or only to the specific composition used in
the study.
More recently, researchers have begun measuring R-

curves in ferroelectric ceramics. Meschke et al.10 mea-
sured R-curves for BaTiO3 using compact tension (CT)
specimens, and found that the toughness increased from
initial values of 0.5–0.7 MPa m1/2 to peak values of 0.7–
1.2 MPa m1/2, depending on grain size. Munz et al.11

and Lucato et al.9 performed similar tests on PZT and
found that their material displayed similar R-curve
behavior. Lucato et al.9 reported R-curves as a function
of initial polarization direction.
This work focuses on application of the surface crack

in flexure technique (SCF). The SCF technique offers a
means to characterize cracks on the size scale of the
microstructure. Such cracks are more representative of
flaws that lead to failures in real materials than through
cracks in CT specimens. Chen et al.12 used this tech-
nique to measure R-curves for two compositions of lead
lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT). The 8/65/35 hot
pressed composition exhibited ferroelastic behavior and
the 9.5/65/35 hot pressed composition exhibited quad-
ratic electrostrictive linear elastic behavior. Both com-
positions were transparent. The technique used involved
inducing a semi-elliptical surface crack by Knoop
indentation, and then polishing away the residual stress
zone formed by the indent. The technique was similar to
that used by Stech and Rödel13 to measure R-curves in
alumina and alumina/aluminum composites. Chen et
al.12 were able to measure the aspect ratio during crack
growth because the specimens were transparent, but
they used an analysis of their data that assumed linear
stress strain behavior when they applied the equations
developed by Newman and Raju.14 The ferroelastic
behavior violated the linear elastic assumption. Chen et
al.12 were able to measure the nonlinear stress/strain
behavior from the four-point bend specimens using an
approach discussed by Nadai15 and first applied to PZT
by Fett et al.16 This approach allowed them to

accurately calculate the stresses on the tensile and com-
pressive surfaces of the beam. The problem still existed,
however, that the equations of Newman and Raju14

assume a linear stress distribution through the thickness
of the beam.
This work reports the results of an experimental study

performed using the SCF technique to determine the
effects of grain size, indentation load, polishing away
the residual stress zone created by the indent, and ther-
mal depoling on the measured R-curve behavior. The
analysis approach is modified to correct for the non-
linear stress distribution through the thickness of the
beam.

2. Experimental setup and procedure

2.1. Material description and specimen preparation

A commercial composition of PZT was used in this
study, TRS600 (TRS Ceramics, State College, PA
USA). The composition lies at the morphotropic
boundary and the material is donor doped. At room
temperature this composition is below the Curie tem-
perature and is both ferroelectric and ferroelastic. The
material is translucent but not transparent. The speci-
mens came from two different batches with average
grain sizes of 1.4 and 5 mm, respectively.
Specimens were cut into bars 3�4�25 mm3. The spe-

cimens were then prepared as described by Stech and
Rödel.13 The bars were polished to a 1 mm finish on the
4�25 mm2 surfaces. All specimens were unpoled.

2.2. Experimental arrangement

A four-point bend device with inner and outer spans
of 10 and 20 mm was used. The load was applied using
a piezoelectric stack actuator and monitored by a load
cell. The fixture was designed to fit into either an optical
or scanning electron microscope. Specimens were
viewed on the tensile side so that growth of flaws could
be monitored from the surface.
The crack length and the applied load were recorded

to obtain R-curves. During the experiments, the crack
moved continuously. The crack velocity was maintained
below 1 mm/s. During the crack growth, the load was
decreased to prevent the crack from accelerating. The
crack length and load data were used to calculate the
applied stress intensity factor, KI.

2.3. Experimental procedure

An initial set of experiments was performed to deter-
mine the stress/strain behavior of the material. Strain
gages were applied to the tensile and compressive sur-
faces of polished bend specimens without preexisting
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surface cracks. The specimens were placed in the four-
point bend device. Strain and applied load data were
recorded. This data was analyzed to determine the stress
distribution in the beams.
Next, a set of experiments was performed to collect R-

curve data for various values of the four parameters. A
Knoop indentation was made in the center of the large
face of the specimens using either a 10 or 50 N load. The
crack observed on the surface was perpendicular to the
long edges of the beam. This resulted in semi-elliptical
surface cracks for both grain sizes and indentation
loads. Strain gages were not placed on the SCF speci-
mens. The stress/strain data collected in the first set of
tests was used in the data analysis.
The test matrix is shown in Table 1. Several para-

meters were experimentally varied to determine the
effects of grain size, indentation load (i.e. initial flaw
size), polishing away the residual stress zone caused by
the indentation, and thermal depoling (TDP) on the
measured R-curve behavior. The measured R-curves for
each set of test parameters are compared with a
reference R-curve.
The reference R-curve was measured from a fine

grained specimen, indented with a 10 N Knoop, and
then polished to remove the damage/residual stress zone
created by the indentation. The specimen was not ther-
mally depoled. After polishing, a semi-elliptical surface
flaw remained. Parameter differences between the refer-
ence R-curve and each of configurations are summar-
ized in Table 1. In configuration 1 the indentation load
was increased to 50 N. In configuration 2 the grain size
was increased to 5 mm. In configuration 3 the residual
stress damage zone was not polished away after the
indentation was made. In configuration 4 the material
was thermally depoled. The specimens were heated
above the Curie temperature for 1 h at 250 �C to elim-
inate any process zone at the crack front caused by the
indentation. The Curie temperature provided by the
manufacturer is Tc=190 �C. The specimens were then
polished to remove the damage zone created by the
indentation. The process of TDP then polish was selec-
ted because the reverse order, polish then TDP, seemed
to produce some crack healing and obscured the initial
crack growth data. In configuration 5, the indentation

load was 50 N and the damage zone was not polished
away.
The aspect ratio of the semi-elliptical cracks was

measured as a function of crack growth by slowly
growing cracks to different lengths and then rapidly
breaking the specimens. The aspect ratios were deter-
mined from the fracture surface. The transition from
stable to unstable crack growth left a clear marking.
Rate dependence of the fracture toughness led to
instability when the rapid load was applied. The frac-
ture surfaces were viewed to measure the aspect ratio of
the crack before it went unstable. To measure the aspect
ratio, a fiber optic light was directed parallel to the
fracture surface and the surface viewed in an optical
microscope.

2.4. Experimental results and data analysis

The stress/strain behavior was measured in the first
set of experiments using strain gages using the technique
proposed by Fett et al.16 The analysis of the strain gage
and load data to obtain stress/strain curves for a non-
linear material with hysteresis cannot be applied during
unloading. Eqs. (1) and (2) give the stress on the com-
pressive and tensile surfaces, respectively.

�1 ¼
2M "2 � "1ð Þ

b"1h2
�
@M

@�

1

bh"1
ð1Þ

�2 ¼
2M "2 � "1ð Þ

b"2h2
�
@M

@�

1

bh"2
ð2Þ

where M is the applied bending moment, b is the width
of the beam and h is the height, "2 and "1 are the strain
of the tensile and compressive surfaces respectively, and
� is the radius of curvature.
The strains are known from the strain gages, the

applied moment is known from the applied loads and
loading geometry and the radius of curvature is given by
Eq. (3).

� ¼
h

"2 � "1
ð3Þ

The moment and radius of curvature are measured as
the beam is loaded. The moment is plotted against l/�.
The resulting plot is curve fit using a third order poly-
nomial. The polynomial is differentiated with respect to
the radius of curvature to determine an equation for the
partial derivative of the moment with respect to the
radius of curvature. This is used with Eqs. (1) and (2) to
obtain the stress/strain curves. The results are shown in
Fig. 1. Loading of the ferroelastic material results in
nonlinear behavior. There is an asymmetry between the
tensile and compressive response. The coarse grain spe-
cimen displays more ferroelastic switching than the fine
grain specimen. This is evident in the additional inelastic

Table 1

The test matrix of the parameters that were varied in the SCF tests

Configuration Indentation

load (N)

Grain

size

Damage zone

polished away

Thermally

depoled

(TDP)

Reference 10 Fine Yes No

1 50 Fine Yes No

2 10 Coarse Yes No

3 10 Fine No No

4 10 Fine Yes Yes

5 50 Fine No No
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strain seen for the coarse grain material in Fig. 1.
Unload curves are not shown because the flexural tech-
nique for measuring stress/strain curves is not valid for
unloading when there is hysteresis present.
The stress-distribution through the thickness of the

bend specimens was determined from the stress/strain
data, the specimen height, and the applied moment.
This is shown in Fig. 2. The stress distribution changes
as the beam is loaded. The distribution shown in Fig. 2
corresponds to the reference R-curve when the max-
imum stress was applied to the beam. The Newman and
Raju equations used for determination of fracture
toughness from crack length and load data account for
the stress gradient in the beam by assuming a linear
stress distribution (linear elastic material response). To
correct for this, the stress gradient assumed in the ana-
lysis can be matched to the stress gradient in the region
of interest (depth of the crack) by increasing the beam
thickness in the calculations. The thickness of the beam
used in the Newman and Raju analysis was 2.2. times
the actual thickness of the beam. The effect of changing
the thickness in the analysis to match the stress gradient
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Knowledge of the crack aspect ratio is necessary to
determine KI from the crack length vs. load data. The
results of crack aspect ratio measurements at different
crack lengths are shown in Fig. 3. A typical fracture
surface from which the aspect could be measured is
shown in Fig. 4. The average value of the measurements
was used in the analysis.
The measured R-curves were obtained from load vs.

crack growth data. The load had to be reduced as the
crack grew to maintain constant propagation velocity.
The load as a function of crack length required to
maintain a constant crack velocity is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5a shows the results for different grain sizes and
indentation loads. Fig. 5b shows the results for polish-
ing and thermal depoling. After a certain amount of
crack growth, the load drop becomes significant. This
introduces some error in the calculated plateau of the R-
curves since the reduction of load for an elastic-plastic
bar results in a complex state of macroscopic residual
stress. The worst cases are the reference configuration

Fig. 1. The bending stress calculated from strain gage and applied

load data is shown. There was not a significant difference in the stress/

strain behavior between the two grain sizes.

Fig. 2. The stress distribution through the thickness of the beam is

shown at the peak load. The non-linearity must be accounted for in

the analysis of the R-curve data.

Fig. 3. The aspect ratios measured from the fracture surface are

shown.

Fig. 4. A fracture surface from which the aspect ratio was measured.

The semi-ellipse is visible because the sub-critical crack growth is

transgranular, while the super-critical crack growth is intergranular.

When light is parallel to the fracture surface, the semi-ellipse becomes

visible.
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and configuration 4 where the load drop is in excess of
15% from the peak load.
The fracture toughness was calculated during crack

growth using Eq. (4).

KI ¼ H
a

t
;
a

c
;�

� �
�b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�a

Q
a

c

� �
vuut F

a

t
;
a

c
;
c

b
;�

� �
ð4Þ

(for 0<a/c41, 0<0.8, c/b<0.5, 04�4p) where the
expressions for H, Q, and F can be found in Newman
and Raju.14

The results are shown in Fig. 6. Initial crack growth
was in the linear-elastic region of the stress/strain curve.
In this region the nominal thickness, t, could be used.
Since the modification of the thickness introduces a very
small error for small amounts of crack growth and the
load rapidly rises to its peak value, the modified thick-
ness was used for the entire calculation of the R-curves.
For the cracks created by the 10 N indentation, t0=2.2t
was used, while for the larger initial flaw size created by
the 50 N indentation, a modified thickness t0=1.5t was
used. The modified thickness was taken from the stress-
distribution through the beam at the point of maximum
applied stress and was only valid for a crack depth
a<700 mm.

3. Results

The measured R-curves are shown in Fig. 6. The
results of the reference R–curve measurement (fine grain
specimen, 10 N indent, damage zone from indent
polished, no TDP) are an initial toughness of KIi=0.4
MPa m1/2 and a maximum toughness KIm=0.94 MPa
m1/2 measured at the surface of the crack (�=0�). Only
values of fracture toughness at the intersection of the
crack with the specimen surface were calculated because
there is significantly more error associated with calcu-
lating the fracture toughness for the bottom of the
crack. At the bottom of the crack the decrease in load
and the non-linear stress distribution induce a much
larger error. The intrinsic toughness is taken as the
point where the R-curve changes slope from vertical to a
negative curvature.
Configuration 1, for the 50 N indent with the residual

stress zone polished out, displays a comparable intrinsic
toughness, KIi=0.4 MPa m1/2 and a slightly lower pla-
teau value than the reference curve. This may be
experimental error associated with the crack length

Fig 5. Applied load vs. half-crack length is shown. (a) The data are

shown for different grain sizes and indentation loads (i.e. initial flaw

size). (b) The data are shown for different specimen preparation

conditions (i.e. polishing and thermal depoling).

Fig 6. (a) R-curves in TRS600 coarse and fine grain PZT are shown.

There is not a significant difference between the curves from different

grain sizes. The larger initial flaw resulted in a lower plateau value. (b)

R-curves in TRS600 fine grain PZT are shown. Not polishing away the

damage/residual stress zone created by the indentation before testing

did not have a significant effect on the R-curve behavior. Thermally

depoling (TDP) before polishing away the damage zone did not have

an effect on the R-curve behavior.
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measurement. In the test technique, only one crack tip
can be monitored under the microscope.
Configuration 2, the coarse grain material, had the

same or slightly lower intrinsic toughness, but displayed
a higher R-curve plateau. The peak toughness was
KIm=l MPa m1/2. The higher plateau is attributed to a
larger amount of ferroelastic switching induced tough-
ening. The coarse grained material has the same critical
switching stress but more inelastic strain (see Fig. 1).
This results in more energy dissipation in the domain
switching crack tip zone.
The results for configuration 3, not polishing away

the damage/residual stress zone created by a 10 N
Knoop indentation are KIm=0.95 MPa m1/2. As the
crack grew, the effect of the initial indentation residual
stress zone had less effect on the R-curve behavior. The
plateau value was the same as for the specimen with the
damage zone polished away.
The results of configuration 4, TDP, are KIm=0.93

MPa m1/2. TDP did not have a significant effect on the
R-curve behavior. It is possible that TDP would have an
effect on the measured intrinsic toughness, but to deter-
mine this would require performing the experiments at a
higher magnification, such as in an SEM.

4. Discussion

The results of this study give insight into the frac-
ture process. An atomically sharp crack front is a
characteristic of brittle fracture. The mechanism of
crack propagation is associated with the crack tip. The
crack propagates when two planes of atoms are pulled
apart, creating new surface. In ideal brittle fracture, the
work to separate these planes of atoms is equivalent to
the surface energy of the surfaces created. This work per
unit crack advance is the intrinsic energy release
rate and is associated with the intrinsic toughness
through the Irwin relations. Identification of the
intrinsic toughness of PZT is complicated by several
factors. The material displays subcritical crack growth,
a strong indication that one or more environmental
species (water probably has the largest effect) con-
tribute to a reduction of the surface energy. In the
poled material, the constitutive behavior of PZT
displays electro-mechanical coupling, and it is pos-
sible that the stretching of atomic bonds by an applied
electric field contributes directly to the fracture process.
Unlike mechanical forces, electric field penetrates a
crack and is concentrated within. Fracto emission is
known to occur when poled ferroelectric ceramics
fracture. This includes phenomena such as tribolu-
minescence and electron emission. Any electrical
charge could form a charged surface layer that would
reduce the electrical energy within the crack and could
alter the surface energy. Such issues are not yet well

understood. In this work the focus was on unpoled
specimens.
In the unpoled material, the fracture process is gov-

erned by the stress field very near the crack tip. In a
linear elastic material this can be computed from the
asymptotic solutions of the mode I loading together
with specimen and load geometry. Since the K-fields are
linear elastic, they can be combined using superposition.
The applied K-field for the semi-elliptical crack with
center point loads and remote tensile loading is given by

Ka ¼  �
ffiffiffiffiffi
�c

p
þ 2
P= �cð Þ

3=2
ð5Þ

where 
 is a constant,  contains corrections for stress
gradient, aspect ratio, and geometry as discussed earlier,
and c is the half crack length measured from the surface.
When the indentation damage zone has been polished
out, the point loads P go to zero and the second term
drops out.
The applied remote tensile bending stress contributes

to the crack opening an amount

2V ¼ ��c ð6Þ

where 2V is the crack opening at the origin (center at
surface) and the factor � accounts for elastic moduli and
crack geometry.
When the residual stress of the indentation is present,

the residual wedge force of the indentation is sourced by
a very small volume of damaged material within the
crack. The wedge force P decreases as the bending stress
is increased. If the wedge force, P, goes to zero during
crack propagation i.e. the crack opening induced by the
bending stress fully relieves P prior to crack growth,
then the R-curve plateau will not be affected by the
residual stress of the indentation.
A comparison of the initial crack propagation portion

of the R-curves for the polished and unpolished speci-
mens indicates that the residual wedge force is still con-
tributing to Ka at the onset of crack propagation in the
unpolished specimen. As the crack grows, this wedge
force drops to zero due to both the increased crack
opening reducing the wedge force and the reduction of
stress intensity factor associated with the wedge force as
the crack lengths increase. After about 75 microns of
growth, the two R-curves converge.
The onset of crack growth for the specimens with the

residual stress polished away is the most accurate
measurement of the intrinsic toughness that was made.
The measured intrinsic toughness (0.4 MP

p
m) has an

error associated with effects of subcritical crack growth.
In the experiments, the crack growth rate was main-
tained at around 1 micron per second. At present, V–K
curves have been run in the laboratory environment. At
1 micron per second, the stress intensity factor is less
than the maximum value measured at 1 cm per second.
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This suggests that the intrinsic toughness of the material
in vacuum would be higher.
The rising portion of the R-curve is the result of fer-

roelastic domain reorientation. The stress strain curve
has an initial elastic response, an inelastic regime in
which the tangent modulus drops, and inflection point
where the tangent modulus begins to increase, and a
second elastic regime at higher load. When this stress/
strain behavior interacts with the K-field it gives rise to a
domain reorientation zone that forms an annulus about
the crack tip. Inelastic shear deformation is taking place
within the major and minor radii of the annulus. Out-
side of the major radius the behavior is elastic and
inside of the mirror radius the behaviour is also elastic.
The far field is thus a K-field and the near field is a K-
field of lower intensity. As the crack grows, the inelasti-
cally deformed material moves into the wake of the
crack. The inelastic zone has the effect of reducing the
crack opening. This reduces the stress at the crack tip. A
larger applied stress intensity factor is therefore required
to obtain the next increment of crack growth. This
process reaches steady state as the crack grows.
The stress intensity in the presence of shielding can be

expressed as

Ktip ¼ Ka þ K �cð Þ ð7Þ

where Ktip drives the crack tip decohesion of atomic
bonds, Ka is calculated from the applied load, and K is
a negative stress intensity factor that arises from the
presence of the inelastic deformation. If Ktip is the
intrinsic toughness (0.4 MPa

p
m) and Ka is the peak

applied stress intensity (0.9–1.0 MPa
p
m), then the

inelastic strain contributes a shielding at large delta C of
(0.5–0.6 MPa

p
m).

Kinetics must again be mentioned. As with the
measurement of the intrinsic toughness, the peak
toughness measurement would be affected by subcritical
crack growth. Although the applied stress factor inten-
sity factor is higher after development of the R-curve,
the tip stress intensity factor is believed to be the same.
Subcritical crack growth is governed by the crack tip
stress intensity factor and should therefore be indepen-
dent of Ka as long as the crack growth rate is constant.
For this reason, any effect on the intrinsic toughness
measurement due to crack growth kinetics should also
be present in the Ktip term used in determination of the
shielding term.

5. Conclusions

R-curves were measured using the surface crack in
flexing technique with four test parameters varied; grain
size, initial flaw size, initial residual stress zone, and
thermal depolarization. Polishing away the damage/

residual stress zone created by a 10 N Knoop indenta-
tion does not significantly affect the R-curve, plateau
value. Thermal depoling to relax the crack tip ferro-
elastic switching wake does not have a significant effect
on either the R-curve initial or plateau value. The most
significant effect was that a larger initial flaw size yields
a lower R-curve plateau value. This is associated with
the effect of large scale ferroelastic switching altering the
stress field from linear elastic. This effect is smaller for
larger flaws because the beam breaks at a lower max-
imum stress.
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